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Questions for respondents 
Question 1 
 

The Board proposes clarifying the definition of accounting policies by removing the terms 

‘conventions’ and ‘rules’ and replacing the term ‘bases’ with the term ‘measurement bases’ 

(see paragraph 5 and paragraphs BC5–BC8 of the Basis for Conclusions). 
 

Do you agree with this proposed amendment? Why or why not? If not, what do you propose 

and why?  

 

FAP : We agree with removal of ‘conventions’ and ‘rules’ and applying the term 

‘measurement bases’.  The ED will provide the clear definition of accounting policies 

 

Question 2 
 

The Board proposes:  

 

(a)   clarifying how accounting policies and accounting estimates relate to each other, by      

  explaining that accounting estimates are used in applying accounting  policies; and 

 

(b) adding a definition of accounting estimates and removing the definition of a change 

in accounting estimate (see paragraph 5 and paragraphs BC9–BC16 of the Basis for 

Conclusions).  

 

Do you agree with these proposed amendments? Why or why not? If not, what do you 

propose and why? 

 

FAP :  We agree with adding definition of accounting estimates and removing the definition 

of change in accounting estimate. Accounting estimates was not defined in IFRS and IFRS 

shows only the definition of changes in accounting estimates. The definition will help 

applying IFRS. 
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Question 3 

The Board proposes clarifying that when an item in the financial statements cannot be 

measured with precision, selecting an estimation technique or valuation technique constitutes 

making an accounting estimate to use in applying an accounting policy for that item (see 

paragraph 32A and paragraph BC18 of the Basis for Conclusions). 

Do you agree with this proposed amendment? Why or why not? If not, what do you propose 

and why?  

FAP :  We agree with the proposed amendment. We suggest the additional concerns on the 

enhanced qualitative characteristics of financial information with verifiability since 

sometimes accounting estimates may be difficult to be verifiable.  

 

Question 4 

The Board proposes clarifying that, in applying IAS 2 Inventories, selecting the first-in, first- 

out (FIFO) cost formula or the weighted average cost formula for interchangeable inventories  

constitutes selecting an accounting policy (see paragraph 32B and paragraphs BC19–BC20 of  

the Basis for Conclusions).  

 

Do you agree with this proposed amendment? Why or why not? If not, what do you propose  

and why?  

 

FAP : We support the inventory valuation as the example because this accounting policy 

selection is widely applied.  

 

Question 5 

Do you have any other comments on the proposals? 

 

FAP :  No further comments. 

 

 


